Writing Memoirs
Schedule: Fall 2020
UDel Osher

“Writing memoir is a way to figure out who you used to be and how you got to be who you are” – Abigail Thomas

Sept. 9: Introduction; getting started
Sept. 16: Good memoirs; improving writing skills
Sept. 23: Filling factual gaps; revising your work
Sept. 30: No class
Oct. 7: Confronting the good and the (not so good)
Oct. 14: Adding dialogue; food memories
Oct. 21: Writing about religion, spirituality
Oct. 28: Using photos; travel memoirs
Nov. 4: Writing an obituary; cultural influences
Nov. 11: Taking a new approach
Nov. 18: Self publishing, pursuing memoirs; course critique

Contact Rae Tyson: rjtyson@udel.edu